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Characterization of the Closed Convex Hull 
of the Range of a Vector-Valued Measure 
I GOR KLUVANE~; 
For a set K in a locally convex topological vector space S there exists a set 
‘T, a u-algebra .Y of subsets of T and a a-additive measure m: ,40 a S such 
that k’ is the closed convex hull of thr range [m(E): R E 9: of the meas~rc m 
if and onl>. if there exists a conical mcanurr II on S SO that K K,, , the set of 
resultants of all conical meawres es on X such that T’ II. 
The problem of characterizing those sets in a locally convex space X 
which are expressible as a closed convex hull of the range of an 
X-valued measure on a o-algebra could be of interest in various 
contexts. It can be interpreted, for example, as a problem of synthesis 
of linear control system. If a vector measure represents a linear control 
system the problem can be stated by asking whether for a given set 
in X there exists a linear control system such that the set is 
the attainable set for that system, i.c., whether it consists exactly of all 
states the system can reach in a given time and respecting given 
restrictions. 
If X is finite-dimensional an elegant geometric criterion is already 
available (see [ 1, 6]), viz a set K is a closed convex hull of the range of a 
vector measure if and only if it is a zonoid (modulo some condition on 
the position), that is, if and only if there exists a mass-distribution u 
(a nonnegative measure) on S so that K consists exactly of the resul- 
tants of all mass distributions z’ exceeded by a~ (i.e., such that 
a(E) < u(E) for all measurable sets E). The difficulties with the exten- 
sion of this criterion to spaces of infinite dimension are obviously 
connected with problems of integration in such spaces. The concept 
and techniques of conical measures [2] prove relevant. Indeed, if a 
mass-distribution on S is interpreted as a conical measure on X then 
the criterion remains valid in general. 
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A set K in a complete weak space X is a closed convex hull of the 
range of an X-valued measure if and only if there is a conical measure u 
on X such that K is the set of the resultants of all conical measures r! 
on X such that v < u. 
If the method of integration by parts were available the proof of this 
statement would be not far from a triviality. Hence, the reasoning 
below could be considered to be a circumvention of the formula of 
integration by parts. Alternatively, it is a generalization or an analogy 
of it in two cases, viz the case of a scalar function integrated with 
respect to a vector measure and one of a vector function integrated with 
respect to a scalar measure. 
I. SPACES OF MEASURES 
If T is a set and 9’ a o-algebra of its subsets J?(Y) stands for the 
set of all bounded Y-measurable real-valued functions on T. Given 
a set V of real numbers, &“(,u?) denotes the set of all functions 
f E J&‘( 9) such that f (t) E V, for every t E T. 
The set of all o-additive finite real-valued measures on 9’ is 
denoted by ca(Y). Th e structure of linear lattice on ca(9) with 
respect to natural operations will be of main interest. If ,U t ca(Y), 
I p I is the variation of p. If f E L&‘( 9”) and ,U E ca( 9’), then p(f) is the 
integral off with respect to p and FE(f) is the integral off on a set 
EE 9. 
With any set r C ca(9’) we associate two structures of uniform 
space and corresponding topologies on &Z’(Y) and on JV( 9’). The 
topology and uniformity 7(r), the common refinement of all Li(,)- 
topologies for p E r, is defined by the family -[du : p E lJ of pseudo- 
metrics, where d@(f, g) = 1 p ;( 1 f - g I), f, g E JY( 9). 
The topology and uniformly o(P) is the weakest one making the 
functionals /‘++ p(f), f E JY( Y), continuous, for every p E r. It can 
be defined by the family (8, : p E rj of pseudo-metrics, where 
Uf,g) -= 1 P(f) - f&)!>f>g E Jqp4p). 
By a standard process of identification these topologies can be made 
Hausdorff. For the sake of notational simplicity it will not be distin- 
guished between elements of so obtained spaces and elements of 
A!( 9). 
The continuity of a functional defined on ca(Y) or on a linear 
subspace of ca( 9) is understood with respect to the norm p w 1, p j( = 
I p l(T), p E ca(Y). A continuous linear functional y on a linear space 
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T C ca( 9) is said to be represented byfE J+?(Y) if &.L) = p(f), for 
every p E r. 
The set of all continuous linear functionals on a linear lattice 
T C ca( 9) is a relatively complete lattice. For such a functional gu we 
write ‘p > 0 if &L) >, 0, for every p 3 0, p E r. We write F < I if 
q(p) < p(l), for every I* Z 0, p t r. 
LEMMA 1. Let r C ca(9) he a linear lattice. Every continuous 
linear functional on r is represented by an element of A( 9’) if and 
only if AV[~,~~(.Y) is u(r)-compact. If it is the case, then every functional 
cp such that 0 < y < 1 is represented by a function in JV~~,,J( 9). 
Proof. If -/Y(Y) g ives the whole of the dual of r then ~ti[~,i1(9) 
is a(r)-compact by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem since @J-topology 
on <&‘( ~9) is then the weak-star topology. 
Assuming now that .&‘,,j,ll( 9) is a(r)-compact, let 9, be a continuous 
linear functional on r. ‘Then 9 can be written as a difference of two 
positive continuous linear functionals. Hence, assume that cp itself is 
positive. Without loss of generality assume also that ij y ij < 1, hence, 
9 < 1. 
We are going to prove that there is f E: ~&‘[,,,rl(Y) such that &L) m: 
p(f ), for every p E r. Since LMr,,,11(9) is n(r)-compact it suffices to 
show that, for any finite collection /pi , pLz ,..., fan of elements of r, 
there is f E ~?~,~,il( 9) with &.LJ m= am, i =-1 1, 2 ,..., k. As 
is a compact convex subset of Rk, if the vector (q&),..., q&J) did 
not belong to it, there would exist numbers a, , a2 ,..., a, such that 
CL a~~(r-li> ::- sUP(L4 Wi(.f): f E .2~[~.li(~~)), or 
for any p E r, also for p = J$=, aipi . 
Given a nonnegative not necessarily finite measure X on .Y’, the 
space Ll(h) of X-integrable functions is considered naturally included in 
ca(.Y); every element of Ll(X) is represented by its indefinite integral 
as element of ca( 9). 
In [7] the concept of a localizable measure space was introduced. 
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Using a terminology slightly different than that of [7], though equiv- 
alent to it, a measure space is a triple (T, Y’, A), where Y is a u-algebra 
of subsets of T and h is a nonnegative, possibly infinite, measure on 9. 
It was proved in [7] that a measure space (T, Y, A) is localizable if and 
only if every continuous linear functional on L’(h) is represented by an 
element of &‘( .V). Hence, Lemma 1 gives the following 
COROLLARY. A measure space (T, .Y, X) is localizable $ and om’v if 
JY~o,lj(.yi) is o(l*(h))-compact. 
2. STRUCTURES ON THE RANGE-SPACE 
I,et S be a real locally convex topological vector space. The space 
Swill always be assumed quasi-complete, that is, bounded closed sets 
are assumed complete. For a set IV C X, Co IV is the closed convex 
hull of 71’. 
The elements of X’, the continuous dual of -Ti, are treated as 
continuous linear functions on X and such notation is employed; 
x’(x) is the value of A! E X’ at the point x E X. 
The smallest linear lattice of functions, with respect to point-wise 
order and linear operations, containing X’ is denoted by /z(X). Every 
element 2 E /z(X) can be written as 
where 1 < k < I are integers and xi’ E X’ for 1 < i < I (see [3, 
Proposition 30.21). 
,I nonnegative linear functional ZL on h(X) is termed a conical 
measure on ,Y. The set of all conical measures on X is denoted by 
M+(X). It is a relatively complete lattice with respect to the order 
72 < 21 if ~(a’) < U(a’), for every u”’ E h(X), z’ 3 0. 
If u E AW-+(X) and x is a point of X such that u(x) == x’(x), for 
every .T’ E X’, we write x = Y(U) and call s the resultant of U. The 
resultant of u is unique if it exists. 
For these and further facts about conical measures we refer to 
[2; 3, Sections 30, 38, 401; further references can be found there. 
If ZL IZ A%rA(X) and if T(V) exists, for every z’ E IV+(X) such that 
2, < 21, u-e write K, z= {y(V): z, < u, V E M+(X)}. 
Denote by % = %‘(X) the minimal u-algebra of subsets of X such 
that every function in h(X) is p-measurable. It is, of course, the 
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minimal u-algebra such that every function in X’ is %-measurable. % is 
the o-algebra generated by all sets of the form tx: x’(x) E B) for all 
x’ t X’ and all Bore1 sets B C R1. 
3. VECTOR MEASURES 
A vector measure on a u-algebra 9 with values in X is a mapping 
m: Sp -+ X which is countably additive. Its range is the set m( 9) -== 
{m(E): E E Y].. 
Given a vector measure m: .Y -+ X, for ex-cry u”’ E h(X) expressed 
in the form (I), define 
@&‘) == (/ 1,’ (’ 772 - ijl 8,’  ^772, (2) 
i =I .: 
where the lattice operations on the right-hand side are those in ca( 9). 
The following theorem justifies the notation since it says, among 
other things, that @,Jz’) depends on x’ only and not on its expression 
in the form (1). 
THEORE~U 1. The formula (2) de$nes unambiguously a unique linear 
lattice homomorphism @‘,,, : h(X) + ca( 9’) such that @,11(x’) = s’ 5 m, 
.for every x' E X'. 
Proof. If @,,l : h(X) + ca( 9) is a linear lattice homomorphism 
such that @,Jx’) ~~~ x’ o m, for x’ t X’, then (2) holds. Hence, the 
uniqueness is clear. 
It remains to show that (2) defines unambiguously a map 
@,,, : h(X) -+ ca( Y), which is a linear lattice homomorphism and 
that @),Jx’) = x’ o m, for x’ E X’. 
Let z’ E h(X) be given by (1) and let w’ E h(X) be given hp 
where 1 < p ~1 q arc integers and yi’ E X’ for 1 < j < q. 
Let X0 = (x E X : xi’(x) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., 1; yj’(x) -- 0, j = 1, 
2 ,..-, q). Clearly, all xi’ and yj’ are unambiguously defined continuous 
linear functionals on the quotient-space X/X, . 
Let h be a nonnegative measure in ca(9’) such that all measures 
xi’ 0 m, i = 1, 2 ,..., 1, and yi’ 0 m, j = 1, 2 ,..., q, are absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to A. The fact that X/X, is of finite dimension 
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implies that there exists a functioni: T -+ X,X, such that xi’ 0 m(E) y 
X,(xi’ oJ), i = 1, 2 ,..., I, and yi’ 0 m(E) = X,(y,’ of), j = 1, 2 ,..., 4, 
for every E E 9. Let 
p =1 (/ .\.,I 1 ,n --- 1 ,J, Xi’ ~, 111, I’ :z i yir 111 -, it1 ?‘,’ 0 111. 
l’hen p(L)’ = A,(,-’ oi/), v(E) 2: h,(w’ of), for every B E .9’. 
It follows that, if Z’(X) = w’(x), for every ,X E k, then I’ a,~’ :: 
ZO’ cJ; consequently p(E) z v(E), for every E E 9’. This means that 
(2) defines Qhr,,(z’) independently on the expression of x’ in the form (1). 
Also (/L ‘- v)(E) -= &((z=( + w’) o;r), (,u v v)(E) = AJ(z’ v w’) n/f), 
E E ,Y’, and similarly for other lattice operations. Hence, O,,, is a 
linear lattice homomorphism. 
Since, clearly, @,,$(A+) := x’ 0 m, for every X’ t X’, the proof is 
finished. 
Given a T-ector measure m: Y + X and a function J E A(P), 
by m(f) is denoted by the integral off with respect to WI. The integral 
m(,f) is the element of X such that x’(m(f)) p= (x’ 0 m)(f), for every 
x’ E A”. In virtue of the assumption that X is quasi-complete, the 
integral m(,f) exists for every f E A’( 9). Similarly, mt(,f) denotes the 
integral of f on a set E E ,Y’ and mE(.f) = IYZ(-&~) where xE is the 
characteristic function of E. 
-1 vector measure m: .Y -+ S is called closed if I l/fio,ll(CY) is 
T(@,,,(X’))-complete. 
The ingredients of the next theorem wcrc proved in [5]. 
THEORE~I 2. A zector meczswe m: .Y + Y is closed if and or@ if 
Jtf[o,l,( Jq is c7(@,,(h(x)))-conzpact. 
If nz is closed then {m(f): f E JZ~,,~J( 9’)) is n weak& compact subset qf 
X and Co m( 9) = (m(f) : f E .AtO,lj( -Y)j. 
Some other conditions for a vector measure to be closed can be 
given, [5]. It is worth mentioning that if the space X is metrizable 
then anv vector measure on a o-algebra with values in X is closed. 
From the point of view of investigating the range of a vector 
measure and especially its closed convex hull, it suffices to consider 
closed vector measures only. Every vector measure can be extended to 
a closed vector measure in the sense of the following statement proved 
in [5]. 
THEOREM 3. If .Y zs a a-algebra of subsets qf a set T, then there 
exists a compact Hausdorff space T and a o-algebra .o of subsets of p 
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such that (i) T C 1”; (ii) to every E E 9 there corresponds an element 
i?~~suchthatE-T~&andY= .!?‘~T-={G~T:GE~~; 
(iii) to every p E ca( 9) there corresponds exactly one fi E ca( 9) such that 
m = CL(E) f or every E E 9; (iv) the characteristic functions qf sets 
I? for E E 9 form tt r(fl)-dense su.bsets qf J~Q,~~(~‘?), here 
(v) for any vector measure m: Y ---f X there is a closed vector measure 
6: .L?’ -+ X such that k(e) I= m(E), for every E E ,9’, and Co m( 9) I:- 
co q 9). 
The vector measure fi: >p ---f X from this theorem is unique in a 
sense and is called the closure of m. 
Integrability of vector-valued functions with respect to scalar 
measure is meant in the Pettis’ sense. That is, given a nonnegative 
possibly infinite measure h on a u-algebra 9 of subsets of I’, a function 
P: T -+ X is said to be X-integrable if, for every x’ E X’, the function 
x’ OJis A-’ g bl mte ra e and for every E t Y there is a point x1: in S such 
that x’(xJ = h,(x’ or”). The integral hE(+‘) of f on a set E E Y is 
defined to be the point xE and A(;/“) :=- xr ; i.e., x’(h($‘)) r A(x’ : {), for 
every X’ E X’. The vector measure m: 9 -+ X defined by m(E) =- 
hE(f), E t 9, is th e indefinite integral of/with respect to A. 
LEMMA 2. Let ( T, 9, h) be a localizable measure space and{ : 1’ -+ 2% 
a h-integrable function. The indefinite integral m of J with respect to 
X is a closed rector measure. 
Proof. It is well k nown that the Orlicz-Pettis lemma guarantees 
that m is a vector measure. Lemma 1 gives that &I,,rl( 9) is u(Lr(h))- 
compact. It is clear from the definition of integral of 9 and of integral 
with respect to m that the mapping g w m(g), g E JZ( Y), from .-d( 9) 
to X, is continuous if JZ(~‘) is given topology o(Ll(h)) and X is 
equipped with the weak topology 0(X, X’). 
4. THE CONICAL MEASURE ASSOCIATED WITH A VECTOR MEASURE 
Let T be a set, 9 a u-algebra of subsets of T and m: ,Y + -37 a 
vector measure. Denote by p = A(m) the conical measure on X 
defined by u(z’) =: @,(x’)(T), for every 2’ E h(X). 
The relation of m and A(m) is quite transparent in the case when m 
has a density with respect to a nonnegative measure on .Y’. Then 
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A(m) can be exhibited in terms of integration with respect to a measure 
on P(X), the distribution of the density. 
LEMMA 3. Let (T, Y, h) 6 e a measure space, J: T -•f &Y n h-inte- 
grable function, m: Y + X the indejinite integral off with respect to h 
and u = A(m) the corresponding conical measure. For eoery E E V(X), 
Gt v(E) = X(/-I(E)). Th en v  is a nzeasure on K(X) szzch that 
u(a’) = “ix z’(s) dv(x) = .I;- z’(J(t)) d/i(t), 
for ez’ery x’ E h(X). 
Proof. For every x’ E h(X), the measure Q,,,(2) is the indefinite 
integral of the function 2’ Q/ with respect to A. Hence, if u = A(m), 
then, by definition, u(k) = @,,,(z’)( T) = f z’ 0 J dh. On the other 
hand, u([x : z’(x) E B)) = h((t : (d of)(t) E B)), for any N’ E h(X) 
and any Bore1 set B C W. It follows that s z’ dv = J UN’ o/ dh. 
The definition of the conical measure A(m) associated with the 
vector measure m has its justification in the following 
THEOREM 4. Let m: Y + A’ be a oector measzue and let zl -= A(m). 
Then Co m(Y) = K,, . 
Proof. If ti is the closure of m then u = A(e) and Co m(Y) := 
~0 rii(p) = {G(f): f E A’~,,,J(~~)). Hence, we can assume that m is 
closed and prove the equality (m(f ): f E ~?,,,,,(9’)) x [Y(C): ‘ES 5: u, 
‘” E m-(X)). 
Let f t <A’~o,ll(9’). D e fi ne n: Y -+ X by n(E) me(,f), E E .Y. 
If v = A(n), th en ‘: < U, and m(f) = n(T) = r(u). 
Let 21 E &9+(X), z’ < 24. If y’, 2’ E h(X) and @,,l(y’) 7~ @,,l(x’), then 
7(y’) = z:(6). In fact, since QllL : h(X) -+ ca(9) is a linear lattice 
homomorphism, @,,,(z’ A y’) == @Jd) A cD,Jz’) -c- o,,L(z’) -- cDr,$(y’) 
and @)I,L(u”’ - z’ A y’) = @,,(y’ - z’ A y’) = 0. Consequently, 
u(z’ - z’ A y’) = 21(-y’ - 2’ A 3)‘) -= 0. 
It follows that 0 < a(~’ - z’ A y’) ,( u(z’ -- z’ A y’) rm 0, and 
0 < Z’(3” -~ z’ A y’) < u(y’ - 2’ A y’) z= 0, and, hence, ~(2’) = 
Z’(Z’ A y’) = V(y’). 
Let r = Om(h(X)). For p E r we put p(p) = z’(k), where 2’ E h(X) 
is a function such that p = Qrn(z’). It was just proved that y is an 
unambiguously defined function on r. It follows from the definition of 
580/21/3-6 
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y that 9: r-t Iwl is linear and that 0 < cp(p) < p(l), for every p E r, 
p > 0. 
By assumption, m is a closed measure, consequently .A~&Y) is 
u(r)-compact and Lemma 1 gives that there is f E JZ~~,~~( 9’) with 
P)(P) = PL(fh f or every ,U E r. That is, @,,,(z’)(,f) -= z(z’), for every 
No’ E h(X). In particular, (x’ > ~z)(,f) = T:(sY’), for every A! E *I?, or 
m(f) --: r(v). 
5. A REPRESENTATIOX OF CONICAL MEASURES 
For any conical measure 21 on the space X -: iw’, where card 
I < K, , there exists a compact set T C X and a finite regular measure 
h on the Bore1 g-algebra 9 in T such that ~(a’) = JT z’(t) A(t), for 
every 2’ E h(X), [3, Th eorem 38.81. The next aim is to increase the 
cardinality of the index set I and to show that the set T and the o- 
algebra .Y can be found independent on the conical measure U, The 
price for this improvement is that T will not be compact and .Y will 
not bc the o-algebra of Bore1 sets anymore, and also, the measure h will 
not be finite. The measure space (T, 9, A) will be a direct sum of 
finite measure spaces, however. 
A measure space (T, .V, A) ‘. 1s said to be a direct sum of finite 
measure spaces if there is a family 9 C .Y of pair-wise disjoint sets 
such that 0 < h(F) c ’ a, for every F E 5, .Y contains every set E 
such that E n F belongs to -Y, for every F E -“%, and 
for every E E 9. 
The following lemma is only concerned with complete weak spaces. 
Recall that X is a complete weak space if and only if it is a product of 
copies of real-line, X = (WI for some set I. 
LEMMA 4. Let X -=I RI and card I < K, . There exists a set T C X 
and a o-algebra Y of subsets of T such that, for every conical measure u 
on X, there is an extended-real-valued nonnegative a-additive measure X 
on Y such that 
u(i) = j-T z’(f) &i(t), (3) 
for every z’ E h(X), and the measure space (T, 9, A) is a direct sum of 
finite measure spaces. 
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Proof. Assume that card I x N, . It will be clear what modifica- 
tions are to be made if card I < X, . We assume further that the set I 
is well-ordered and, indeed, we take for I simply the set’of all countable 
ordinals. 
For K ~1, let TK be the set of all points x =~m (x(~))~~~ in X such that 
X(L) = 0, for every L -C: K, and 1 x(K)1 : 1. Put T :- (Jllc, T, . 
It is clear that, for every x E S, x + 0, there exists a unique posititc 
number a and a point t E T such that s :- ut. It follows that every 
-’ E h(X) is uniquely determined by its restriction ,f = z’ A. 7’ to T. 
Denote by P0 :z (.f : f = z’ 1 T, z’ E h(X)) the set of restrictions to T 
of all functions in h(X). It is clear that 9” is a linear lattice. 
Let K.M,, be the minimal class of functions containing qJ and closed 
with respect to taking point-wise limits of sequences of its elements. 
J,et 3, be the class of subsets of T with characteristic functions 
belonging to A0 . Clearly, Y;, is a o-ring. We establish next that every 
set T,< , K t 1, belongs to ;V;, and that every function in d(, is .y,- 
measurable. 
Let K c 1. Let -(L~};=~ b e a sequence whose terms are all elements 
of 1 less than K. I’ut 
for every x = (x(c))‘~, in X, and f,, = z,,’ ’ T, II q 1 1, 2 ,.... ‘l’hen 
f,, E X0 , for 71 = 1, 2,..., and the sequence {f,)~=, tends monotonically 
to the characteristic function of T, . Hence, Ye E ;U; , for every K E I. 
To show that every function in do is T,-measurable, it suffices to 
prove that every function in Z0 is 9,-measurable. As every continuous 
linear function on X is the linear combination of a finite number of 
evaluations at points of I and functions in h(X) are expressible in the 
form (I), for every function f E 9” , there exists K E I such that 
f(t) = 0 for every f E T, with K -,I L. The characteristic function x 
of the union of all T, with L < K belongs to AYE, and hence, f A x 
belongs to A,, . Clearly, f A x = f A 1. So, if f E Z0 and u is a real 
consant then f A n E A!0 . To finish the proof that every function in 
6p0 is P$measurable, it suffices to observe that if f 3 0 then the 
functions f, = (a(f - f A u)) A I monotonically tend to the charac- 
teristic function of the set (t: f (t) > u> as n + co. 
Let Y be the o-algebra consisting of all sets EC T such that 
En TKgYO, for every KEI. 
To show that so defined T and a-algebra 9 have the claimed 
properties, assume that u is a conical measure on X. For everyfE PO, 
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let zQ) = u(z’), where f ~7: Z’ / T. Then u,, is an unambiguously 
defined positive functional on 2” . The facts that u is a Daniel1 integral 
on Iz(X), [3, Th eorem 38.131, and that a sequence (z?~‘} of elements of 
h(X) tends point-wise monotonically to zero on X if and only if the 
sequence lurL (* ’ j 2’) of restrictions tends monotonically to zero on T, 
imply that u,) is a Daniel1 integral on PO. The theory of Daniel1 
integral implies the existence of a nonnegative o-finite measure h, 
on <YO such that 
u(z’) : u,,(z’ ‘I-) = 1 z’(t) d/i,,(t), 
-l- 
for every NC’ E h(X). Clearly, h,,( T,;) I’ c0, for every x E 1. 
For every E E .Y, define now 
It is clear that h is a g-additive measure on 9 and that the measure 
space (T, *Y, X) is a direct sum of finite measure spaces. It is easy to 
see, further, that if f is a &-integrable function then it is also h- 
integrable and X(f) --_ X,(f). In particular U(Z)) mm u,,(J’ 2”) ~~~ 
h,(z’ I T) --- X(x’ 1 T). This is (3). 
6. THE VECTOR MEASURE CORRESPONDING TO A CONICAL MEASURE 
The desired objective is to show that for every u E M!(X) there 
exists a vector measure m such that u ~~ o(m). This result together 
with Theorem 4 completely characterizes those sets K C X, for which 
there is a vector measure with closed convex hull of the range equal to 
K, as sets of the form k’ = K,, , for some u E M+(X). 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a complete weak space and let u E M+(X). 
Then there exists a set T, a a-algebra 9 of subsets of T and a closed 
vector measure m: Y + X such that u = A(m). 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 38.131, u is a Daniel1 integral on h(X). 
By the standard theory of Daniel1 integral, there is a linear lattice 
P(U) containing h(X) and a Daniel1 integral ui on P(u) such that 
P(U) is a complete space under the seminorm Z’ H [( Z’ /lIL : z~i([ Z’ I), 
z’ E P(U). The quotient space Lt(u) of P(u) modulo the class of 
functions Z’ E 25(u) such that zc,(l Z’ 1) = 0 is a Banach space and, 
more specifically, it is an (AL)-space. By Kakutani’s theorem [4, 
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Theorem VI.4.2.1 there exists a set T, a a-algebra 9 of subsets of T 
and a nonnegative (possibly infinite) measure h on 9 such that L](u) 
is linear lattice isomorphic and isometric to the space L1( T, Y, A). 
Consequently, for every Z’ E Z’(U), there corresponds an element 
of L’( 7’, 9, A) such that this correspondence is a linear lattice 
homomorphism and if fZ, is a representant of the element corre- 
sponding to n’ E pi(~), then ZQ(Z’) = JfZ, dA. In particular, 
for every uN’ 6 h(X). 
For anv ,? E h(X) and E E 9, let p;(E) = SE f,, dh, where fZf is 
a representant of the element of L’( T, 9, A) corresponding to 2’. 
Obviously, ~~,(a) d oes not depend on the choice of the representant. 
Since the mapping of Z’(U) onto L1( 7: 9, h) is a linear lattice homo- 
morphism, the correspondence Z’ w pL,,(E), 2’ E h(X), preserves the 
linear lattice operations. Now, the space X, being complete in its weak 
topology, can be interpreted as the space x’* of all linear forms on the 
dual X’ of X. Hence, for every E E 9, there exists an element 
m,,(E) E S such that x’(m,(E)) -= p.,(E), for every x’ E X’, and, more 
generally, s’(m,(E)) = p-,(E), for Z’ E h(X). Since pLz’ is a real-valued 
measure on Y, for every x’ E X’, the Orlicz-Pettis lemma or just the 
fact that the topology of Xis the weak topology, gives that m, : .9’ -+ X 
is a vector measure. It is clear from the definition of m,, and from (4) 
that 11 : d(m,). 
Let now m be the closure of the vector measure m, . It follows from 
Theorem 3 that d(m,) = d(m). 
The shortcoming of this theorem is that it is purely existential and 
does not give any other relation between the conical measure u and the 
vector measure m beyond the one aimed at, viz u = d(m). It is to be 
expected that there are relations between u and m which are lost due to 
the abstractness of the construction of m. It can be reasonably con- 
jectured that the Lemma 4 holds for any complete weak space X = [w’ 
without any restriction on the cardinality of 1. If u can be represented, 
as it in many cases does, as an integral with respect to a nonnegative 
measure on a u-algebra of subsets of a set T C X, then the construction 
of the vector measure m with u = A(m) resembles more the classical 
method of integration by parts. In the next theorem the existence of 
such representation will be assumed and the subsequent two corollaries 
describe two cases when the existence is guaranteed. 
Every function Z’ E h(X) is the restriction to X of exactly one 
function belonging to h(X’*), where x’* is the weak completion of X. 
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So, we do not distinguish in notation between 2’ E h(X) and the 
corresponding element of h(X’*) and we also write h(X) = h(X’*). 
THEOREM 6. Let u be a conical measure on s such that, for every 
2, E M’-(X), ‘0’ < u, the resultant r(v) exists and belongs to X. Let 
T C X’” be a set, 9 a u-algebra of subsets of T and X a nonnegative 
possibly infinite measure on Y such that every I’ E h(X’*) is X-integrable 
and u(z) := h(z’). 
Then the identity function on T is h-integrable, the integrals 
(5) 
belong to X, for every E E Y, and so defined vector measure m: Y ---f X 
satisfies u = A(m). 
Proof. Since X’” is weakly complete m(E) exists and belongs to 
XI*, for every E E 9. This defines a vector measure m: Y + X’*. 
The definition or Lemma 3 gives that u = o(m). By Theorem 4, 
Co m( 9’) = R, C X. In particular, m(E) E X, for every E E 9. 
Hence, m is X-valued. 
A conical measure u E M+(X) is said to be localized on a compact 
set T if there is a nonnegative finite regular Bore1 measure )I on T 
such that u(x’) = X(x’), f or every x’ E h(X). We say that X localizes u 
[3, Definition 30.41. 
COROLLARY 1. If u is a conical measure on X localized on a compact 
set T C X, then there exists a closed vector measure m on the o-algebra 
Y of Bore1 sets in T with values in X such that u = A(m). 
Proof, If h localizes u define m: 9 + X’* by (5). Since the 
integrand t w t, t E T, in (5) is continuous with compact domain, 
m(E) belongs to X, for every E E Y. The vector measure m is closed 
by Lemma 2, since (T, 9, X) is a localizable measure space if /\ is a 
finite measure. 
Another sufficient condition for applicability of Theorem 6 is given 
in terms of the “size” of the space X in the next corollary. It could be 
of interest that if the space X is not “too large” then the vector 
measure m such that u = A(m) can be taken on the same domain for 
every 21 E M+(X). 
COROLLARY 2. Let the weak completion of the space X be Iwr with 
card I < X, . Then there exists a set T and a u-algebra Y of subsets of 
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T such that, for every u E M+(X), such that the resultant Y(V) exists in 9 
for every ‘L’ E M+(X) z&h v < u, there exists a closed eectoy measure 
m: 9 4 -Y such that u = A(m). 
Proof. By Lemma 4, there is a set T C X’* and a o-algebra 9 of 
subsets of T such that, for every u E M+(X’*) there is a measure X on .4a 
such that u(z) = h(,n’), for every z’ E h(X’*) and the measure space 
(T, .4a, A) is a direct sum of finite measure spaces. Then the vector 
measure m: Y + X defined by (5) satisfies u = A(m), by Theorem 6, 
and it is closed by Lemma 2, since, according to [7], a direct sum of 
finite measure spaces is a localizable measure space. 
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